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In the Jl(tttp}' o.f an Application hy Leopold ('(-I.~RPll'-1 (f· ('0, to. RiJpistpi'
a Ti'rt(/p Jlai'k.

IN THE RUtH COURT OF .Jl!STICE.-CHAXCERY DIYISrO:s'_

Before ~IR. JGSTICE NEYTLLE.

~Iarch Ifith, 1910.

I~ THE COPRT OF ApPEAT.J.

5 Before THE MASTER OF THE ROLLS AND LORDS JU~TICESBt'CKLEYAXO

KENNEDY.

April '27th and 28th and May Bth, 1910.

IN THE ~IATTER OF AN ApPLICATION BY LEOPOLD CASSELLA & CO. TO

REGISTER A TRADE ~IARK.

10 Trade Mark.-Special Application to register "Diamine" as rt Trade Mark
for dyes.-Distinctlve marke--Lonq 1lSfr.-Order of the Court that Reaietrrcr
should proceed ioith the. 'registrat~·on.-Appeal to Court of Appeal (lUou'ed.
Trade Marks Act 1905, Sections 9 (5),44.

A Special Appl£cation was made under Section 9 (5) of the Trade Marks Act
15 1905 for repistration of a Trade .:.lJark consistinq 0/ the '1001"d "Diamine"

in Class J in respect 01 dyes. The Boardof Trade referred the Application
to the Court. The Applicants were a Company carrying on business in
Germany; they had used the uiord " Diamine " in connection uiitb their dyes for
20 years in this country. Their use of the ioord " Diamine' had been in con-

20 junction with other ioords in such phrases as "Oxy Diamine," and" Para
" Diamine,"and they had used it for substances tohether they contained one O}'

more amine groups or none at all. The Applicatior; was referred hy the Board
of Trade to the Court.

Held, by Neville J., that throughout a very great portion of the United
25 Kinqdom for upwards 0/ twenty years the 100rd " Diamine " had been associated

with the dyes of the Applicants, and had been knoum throughout the trade as
indicatiue of nothing else but the jact that the dyes in question were the produce
of the Appticante, and that on the evidence as it stood there was. no indication
that anyone would be injured by allowing the reqistration, The registration

30 uae allowed to 'proceed,
The Reg'istrar of Trodetdark» appfaled.
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Held,by the COURT OF .A.PPEAL, that" Diamine " uias a knoum technical
English icord indicating the presence 0/ t lVO amine qroups; that, noticith
standing the long continued user by the Applicants, the ioord uias not adapted
to distinguish their goods; .and that 'its use for substances not containing tico

amine qroups was misleading and 1night deceive. 5

The appeal was allowed and the Order oj Neville J. ioas discharged.

The principles olRe Application of Joseph Crosfield & Sons Ld. (26 R.P.O.
887; L.R. (1910)1 Oh.130); andofRe "Orlwoola "Trade ~(arks(26R.P.O. 850;

L.R. (1910) 1 oi. 180), applied.

A Special Application was made by Leopold Cassella & 00., Gesellschaft mit 10
beschrankter Haftung, carrying on business at 50 Feuerbackstrasse, Frankfort,
in Germany, for registration, under Section 9(5) of the Trade Marks Act 1905
of the word" Diamine " as a Trade Mark for dyes in Class 1. The Applicants
applied to the Board of Trade for an Order under Section 9 (5). The Board of
Trade referred the matter to the Court. 15

In support of this Application the Applicant Company stated (inter alia) that
their dyes had been upon the English market for npwardsof twenty years past,
and had acquired a very consid erable reputation under the designation of
" Diamirie "; that the Applicants and their predecessors in business had for many
years past carried on, on a very extensive scale, at Frankfort-on-Main the 20
manufacture of dye~,· and such dyes had been and were then being sold in
enormous quantities, not only in Germany and Great Britain, but also in many
other countries and colonies; that in the year 18S9 the Applicants' predecessors
in business adopted the name " Diamine "as their Trade Mark and name to
distinguish dyes of their manufacture from those of all other manufacturers, and 25
the same bad continued,from the time when it was first adopted as aforesaid down
to the present time, to be the distinctive name by which such. dyes were known,
and had during all that time been understood by the trade and public, not only
in Germany and Great Britain, but also in many other countries and colonies all
over the world, as denoting the goods of the Applicants and their predecessors : 30
that anyone ordering or inquiring for ~'Diamine" dyes unquestionably
expected and intended to receive dyes of the Applicants' manufacture and none
other; that the Applicants and their predecessors had used the said name and
Trade Mark in respect of dyes which differed widely from one another
as regards composition, method of mannfacture,and .properties ; and that for 35
a considerable time past the number of different varieties of dyes sold
thereunder had exceeded one hundred and seventy and had included many
varieties.

The Applicants in support of their Application filed affidavits, by Dr, Van
Weinberq, who was a member of the firm of Cassella &; Co. before it came 40
into the hands of the present Applicants ; Thorp Whitaker, manager of the
buying department of the Bradford Dyers' Association; David Crawford,
of the firm of David Orauford &: Co. of Glasgow, agents for the Applicants in
this country : Fred. aBrassard, Bradford, an importer of dyes; Henry Forth,
a member of the firm of Charles Furth &; Son, drysalters chemical and colour 45
merchants, Nottingham; John Braum; a member of the firm of Brown and
Forth, drysalters chemical and colour merchants, Manchester : Henry Bolton,
dye works, CoIne, Lancaster; Clarence Ross Kershaw, dye works, Leicester;
lValt(!r Barlow, Oongleton, Oheater; Joshua M'ltrgatroyd, 22 Cumberland.
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Street, Manchester, a Director of the British. Cotton and JVool Dyers'
Association; Milton Sheridan Sharp, Bradford, the Chairman of the Bradford
Dye-rs' Association; Edu-ard Itterson-Pronk, London, whose firm. had acted as
agent for the .Applieants for many years; ll~ilham Charles Kendall, Westboume

5 Grove, London, managerof the dyeing and. cleaning department of IT''illialil
Whiteley Ld. .This evidence went to show that the Applicants' dyes hadbeen
well known and largely dealt in for. upwards of twenty years: that the word
" Diamine " signified to the trade, and to the public, exclusively the dyes made
by the Applicants; and that no other dyes were known or sold under that

10 name. .
The Application came on for hearing before Mr. Justice NEVILLE on the

16th of March 1910. .
Colefax (instructed by Bristoios, Cooke and Carpmael) appeared for the

Applicants; Jenkins K.O., and Sargant (instructed by the Solicitor to the
15 Board of Trade) appeared for the Registrar of Trade Marks.

NEVILLE. J.-This is a curious point and really what one has to consider
is whether' all that was said by the Court of Appeal with regard to
"Perfection " and" Orlwoola" applies to the word in. question here, "Di
" amine."

20 ." Diamine," as appears from the evidence, is a known chemical term. I t is
not the name of any known substance, but it is a term which indicates a certain
composition, and it might be said that the application of this word to dyes was
such an intimation with regard to their composition as to render it a fraud upon
the public to sell them if they were not properly described as" Diamines," but

25 1 do not think upon the evidence. that any such case as that can be made out
and indeed it is not pressed. But it is ·said that "Diamine," although a
technical and scientific word, still is an English word, and it is an .English word
that has been taken to apply to certain articles to which it. is true it is not
properly applicable, but the attempt to register it comes within the universal

30 objection that it is an attempt to encroach upon the right of the general public
to use all the words of the English language without restriction. If this matter
came before the Court in a case where "l)iamine" at the present time was
intended to be applied to a manufacture different considerations might arise,
but here. I have to deal with a case where upon the evidence before me it

35 is clear that one may say throughout the United Kingdom, but at all events
through a very great portion of the United Kingd om for upwards of t wenty
years this word has been associated with the dyes of the Applicants and has
been known throughout the trade as Indicative of nothing else but the fact that
the dyes in question were the produce of the particular firm. Under these cir-

40 cumstances I think that it would be not right to refuse the Applicants the right
to.proceed under this registration.

Of course hereafter it may turn out that there are persons who will be injured
by the continued use of the word, and there may be grounds for not allowing
the registration, but as the evidence now before me stands there is no indication

45 of that kind at all, and inasmuch as, as far as I can see, nobody has ever claimed
to use" Diamine " for twenty years either in respect of dyes or anything else as a
name or description of an article, I do not think that any public injury can be
.inflicted by. the Applicants being' allowed to proceed with the registration.
What about costs, Mr. Colefax ?

50 Colefax.-I cannot ask for costs against the Registrar, of course. It is a matter
for your Lordship as to whether or not I shall pay his costs. .

NEVILJ.AE J.-He is quite properly bronght before the Court, and I think you
must pay the costs,
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The Registrar of Trade Maras appealed to the Court of Appeal,
The appeal carne on for hearing on the 21th of Aprll 1910.
Sarqani (with him Sir Willitim Robson .A.. G.) for the A.ppeHant).-The

point in this appeal is a very short one, and it is that ., Diamine," by itself,
does not denote any substance; but the word might be used as .a class name. 5
[The definitions of " Diamine " in " Jfur,yty's Dictionary" and the "Centnry
"DictionarJ"''' were read.] [BUCKLEY L.J.-It is a description of a particular
chemical composition. It is a word which bears a meaning to chemists.] Yes;'
not by itself, but in conjunction with other words. "Diamine" means, in
conjunction with other words, that the bodies are of a certain chemical compo- 10
sition, not that they are made by any' particular manufacturer; for example, there
is no such thingas phosphate, but there is phosphate of ammonia. There is no other
word in the English language which denotes this composition except " Diamine."
The word is descriptive of the chemical composition of the article. It denotes
the article by reference to that. [Green's" Organic Colonring !\Iatters" (1894) 15
was referred to; also the affidavit of Dr. lV"elnberg.] The word" Diamine"
still retains this descriptive meaning in chemistry. This case is very like the
" Orlwoola " case (26 R.P.C. 850 ; L.R. (1910) 1 Ch. 130). You have, originally,
the word " Diamine " as denoting a particular kind of a particular composition
common to a large group of bodies.. The wealthy manufactnrers are continually 20
trying to take for their own pu-poses common words which are appropriated
to mankind. Section 9 of the Act of 1905 defines what is a registrable
Trade Mark. The word "direct" in paragraph 4 is new. If you have a word
directly referring- to the character, or quality, of the goods, then that cannot be
registered unless the Court so orders. [The judgments of Fletcher l.lfoulton L.J. 25
in the "California Fig Syrup" case (26 R.P.C. 8i6 ; L.R. (1910) 1 Ch.130) ; and of
the Master of the Rolls Fletcher Moulton L.J. and Farwell L.J., in the "Orlwoola"
case, were referred to.] If the word " Diamine " has reference to a particular
chemical composition, then it cannot be registered with reference to dyes.
[BUCKLEY L.J.-Take a word that has nothing to do with the goods, like 30
"probably," or "seldom," or "Nota bene," what would you say as to that ?]
'I'he word "probably" would not distinguish at all. [KENNEDY L.J.-Take a
word like" Aquascutum," would not that be registrable as an invented word ?]
I submit that " rainproof" would not be registrable. ".A.dapted to distinguish,"
and ., Capable of distinguishing" are two different things. [KENNEDY L.J.- 35
Supposing the Applicants had registered all their paints as "Zebra" paints,
would that be good?] Yes, Mr. -Iustice Neville had not before him
certain Books, which show .that the word "Diamine" was open to other
manufacturers. [Oolefax.-I object to that. If my friend means that any
manufacturer has sold his dyes with the word" Diamine," then. I think we are 40
at variance as regards the facts. The word" Diamine " simply means the dyes
of the Applicants. There is a very considerable body of evidence to that effect
from a very large .number of people.] I am only showing that the word
" Diamine" was used to denote dyes of a particular character. [Colefax.-I
submit that that is a point which some memberof the public should raise on an 45
opposition.] "Diamine" is regarded as the description of dyes of a certain
chemical composition, whether manufactured by Cassella, or not. In the

... "Perfection" case evidence of this kind was put in by trade Catalogues. An
Application under Section 9 (5) is made to the Board of Trade; .the Registrar
cannot deal with it. I wish to show that other man ufacturers did produce these 50
dyes.

Colefa» for the Respondents.-The Applicants have for twenty years been
using' in connection with their dyes,or some of them, the word" Diamine"
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and. among those who deal in or use dyes in this country there is abundant
evidence that" Diamine " has become associated in the minds of these people
with the ...-\..p plicants' dyes. The evidence shows that H Diamine U denotes the
product offhe firm Leopold Cassella & 00. [The evidence, was referred to.]

5 [COZENS·HARDY M.R.-Do you claim the, word as for a particular class of
dyes?] The 'word " Diamine " is never used alone, but as part of a compound
word. .There is no suggestion that the word has any reference to dyes at
all. . It is contended that " Diamine ". is not entitled to registration, because
it is a chemical word, and has to do with the composition of dyes, but none

10, of the deponents say this. A word may be descriptive, but it may also be
distinctive. "Camel Hair" (Reddau)ay v. Banham 13 R.P.C. 218) is a good
illustration. There was evidence in that case that" Camel Hair," as applied to
belting, had not been associated in the minds of the public with the quality of
the' belting. That is a case, in which the word was originally descriptive, but

15 became distinctive. The evidence here is all one way, and is conclusive as to
the word H Diamine "having become distinctive. and I submit that it never
has been descriptive. It 'is said for the Registrar that the word" Diamine "
has been, used by chemists. That ~1 be so. There is a class of bodies called
" Diamines." "Diamine" is only used as ·part of a word, and does not, in

20 itself, tell you what the, body is-" Ethylene Diamine ' is a good example.
[BUCKLEYL.J_-Then it is descriptive, although not exclusively descriptive.]
The Applicants. are not selling chemical compounds, they are selling dyes.
" Orlwoola" meant that the goods were composed wholly of wool; that case is
different from this. People of great chemical knowledge are not the purchasers

25 of these dyes. The Applicants use "Diamine" in respect of a large number of'
their dyes, but not all. " Diamine" has been used exclusively to, indicate the
Applicants' dyes. The public do not want this word at all. It has become
associated, and associated alone, with Cassetta &;. 00. There are other dye manu
facturers manufacturing and selling dyes exactly the same as the Applicants',

30 and they have never used the word "Diamine." [COZENS-HARDY MeR.
That. iR, 'just like the" Perfection" case."] I submit not. Here you' have two
chemical bodies, and not one of these manufacturers have sought to use the
word " Diamine" with reference to his dyes. These dyes have got their
own definite chemical composition. I refer to Eno v. Dunn (7 R.P.C. 311 ;

35 L.R. 15 App. Cas. 252). LCOZENS-HARDY M.R.-" Fruit Salt" was not then a
registered Trade Mark.] It could not be registered under the 1888 Act. It has
since been registered under the 1905. Act. All that is suggested here is that to some
chemists the word" Diamine" would convey a chemical meaning. But that is
not the questlou.. It ls,-What view will the public at large take, and what will

40 the word mean to them? I refer to Section 44 of' the Act. of 1905. The Court
has simply to decide. whether or not the word" Dlamine" is capable of reglstra

.tion.. [BUCKLEY L.J.-The question is-Ought the Court to allow the word to
be registered?] There is a discretion in the Court undoubtedly. [BUCKLEY
L.J.-What about the word" probably? "]. "Probably" has no meaning

4.5 In that connection. The word "Friendly" has been registered for matches.
« California Fig Syrup", was, of course, descriptlve. I refer to 26 R.P.C. at
page 855. That case is an .authority for saying .that the name of a pro
duct can be registered as a Trade Mark. One could not have stronger
evidence than that which the Applicants have brought forward. It is urged

50 for the Appellant that the word is an adopted word. The best Trade Marks
are adopted words. . You pick a word out of its ordinary meaning, and
by .continual user the word becomes associated, little by little, with your

• Josep1& {)ro8jield 4" Som' Application 26 B.P.C. 83'7 ; L.B. (1910) 1 C~.130.
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goods. All our witnesses say that the word '" Diamine " is distinctive of the
products of Cassella eX Co. I submit that the judgment of Mr. Justice ...\-eville
is right.

Sarqant in reply.-It could not have been by a mere accident that the
Applicants used the word" Diamine." Moreover they have not only used it 5
with reference to dyes to which it is properly applicable, but also to dyes to
which it is not. The language of the judgments in the" Perfection "case is
applicable to laudatory epithets'. ·A word which . describes the character of the
goods ought to be open to all the world.

Judgment was reserved and was delivered on the 6th of May 1910. 10
COZENS-HARDY M.R.-This is an appeal from an Order of Mr. Justice

Neville directing the Registrar of Trade Marks to proceed with an application
for registration of the word "Diamine" in connection with dyes, and the
question is whether that word is "a distinctive mark" within the meaning of
Section 9 (5) of the Trade Marks Act 1905. l5

The proper constrnction of that Section was considered by this Court in the recent
case of the Application of Joseph Crosfield & Sons Ld. (L.R. (1910) 1 Ch. 130)-,
aud I am therefore relieved from the necessity of discussing it at length: but
I would refer to what I said at pages 141 and 142 with reference to a mere
laudatory epithet, which was the case then before us, and, I would add that 20
those observations apply, with scarcely less force, to a word which has direct
reference to the character or quality of the goods, and is, therefore, not
" adapted to distinguish the goods of the proprietor of the Trade Mark . from
" those of other persons" possessing the same cha-racter or quality, The word
" Diamine " is not an invented word; it is a known technical English word. 25
It is a word which indicates that the body to which the epithet is applied has
a certain composition and contains two amine groups. I fail to see what·
justification there can be for giving the Applicants a monopoly in the use of
this epithet. Other persons manufacturing similar bodies, containing two amine
groups, may reasonably desire to usethis word as descriptive of the character or 30
quality of their goods. There appears to be no other single word which could
express this fact. The Applicants have for twenty years used the word" Diamine "
in connection with their dyes which are extensively sold in Great Britain, and
there is strong evidence, which might perhaps suffice to. support an action of
deceit, that diamine dyes are known to the trade as the 'Applicants' dyes.· The 35
word could not have been registered under the 1883 Act, and in spite of this
fact the Applicants have established a large trade in this' country. But this
circumstance is not sufficient to justify a registration und er the Act of 1905,
notwithstanding the last words of the Section.

It is admitted by the Applicants that they use the word" Diamine" on sub- 40
stances whether they contain one or more amine groups or none at all. This
seems to me a misleading or deceptive use of the word. I do not think the
Applicants can derive.any benefit from the fact that the word is intelligible only
to persons possessing some knowledge of chemistry.

Mr. Justice Neville thought the Applicants ought to be allowed to proceed 45
with the registration, leaving the Opponents to be heard in due course, I am
unable to accept this view, and I think ·that this appeal must .be allowed with
costs .

. BUCKLEY L.J.-" Diamine" is a word which in the language of chemists,
when used as part of the description of the chemical constitution ofa body, 50
affirms that the body contains two amine groups. The Responden.ts sell dyes

• 2GB-P.O. 837.
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under the name of .. Diamine colours." Under that head I find in their list
colours described as "Diamine," "Oxy Diamine," " Dia"mine Nitrazol,"
" Diamine Cyanine," "Diaminogene," "Dxy Diaminogene," and" Para Diamine.'
All these are chemical phrases expressive of chemical constituents. in the

5 chemical composition of a body. The Respondents have applied for registration
of the word " Diamine " as a Trade Mark; and have- applied for an Order of the
Board of Trade or of the Court under Section 9 (5) of the Trade Marks Act 1905,
directing registration of the same. Mf. Justice Neville has directed the
Registrar to proceed with the registration. This is an appeal from' his

10 Order. The Application is one which does not come in the first instance
before the Registrar. He cannot proceed unless the Board of Trade or the Court,
under Section 9 (5) of the Act, direct him to proceed. In this case the matter
has been referred to the Court. The Court can, but is not bound to direct the
registration to proceed if it is satisfied that the word is, in the language of the

15 Act, a distinctive word, that is to say, a word adapted to distinguish the goods
of the proprietor of the Trade Mark from those of other pe-rsons. By these last
words the Act seems to me to contemplate that the word which it is sought to
register is one which, asa word, is adapted to distinguish the goods, and not a
word which may by user acquire the capacity of distinguishing the goods.

20 Any word in the English language might probably by user be capable of
producing a distinction. For instance, if the trader took the word" probably,"
a word having no sense or meaning at all with reference to the subject-matter,
and always put "probably" on his goods, that might in time come to dis
tinguish his goods from. those of others, but it cannot be reasonably said that

25 the word" probably" is a word adapted to distinguish. The Act meant that
the trader may take a word which from something in the word itself, say the
fact that no one had ever heard the word before, that it was an invented word,
or that it indicated the particular trader' as distinguished from another trader,
but al ways from something found in the word itself as distinguished from the

30 war in which it is used, makes it such as to answer the description, that that
word is adapted to distinguish the goods. The Act does provide that, not in
every case, but in a particular case, namely, that in which, not the word, but
the Trade Mark is in actual use, the tribunal may take into consideration the
extent to which user has rendered the Trade Mark distinctive. This goes to .

35 show that except in the particular case the mark, and not the result of the user
of the mark, is the thing to be regarded.

It was held by this Court in Joseph Crosfield &; Sons Ld. (L.R. (1910) 1 Oh,
130),· that some words (instancing laudatory epithets) are not capable of
being registered, but ought to be open to .all the world. I assent : but this

4:0 principle is not confined, in my opinion, to laudatory epithets. It extends so
as to forbid the appropriation by one trader of any word forming part of the
common stock of the English language, unless the word is-one adapted to
distinguiah the goods in the sense which I have mentioned, It is impossible to
say that any word, including even a laudatory epithet, could not be so used as

_15 to acquire a secondary meaning. If a trader were so gnilty of bad taste and bad
English as habitually to describe his goods as say "Bestest of all Bests," I
can well conceive that in the course of years he might become notorious for his
bad taste,and these words might acquire a secondary meaning so as to denote
his goods, but the words would not, I think, be adapted to distinguish his goods

50 within the meaning of the Act..

• 26 R.P.C. 837.
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The word" Diamine," which the Respondents here seek to register, conveys
in fact, and in their manner of using it, the idea of a partial description of the
chemical constitution of the wares they sell. Other people sell the same
wares, and the word, as a word, is not adapted to distinguish, .but on the contrary
is adapted to confuse and to deceive. There Is a mass of evidence to show that 5
they have used the word for many years, and that to many persons it has
come to convey the Respondents' goods, and no doubt the concluding words of
Section 9 may be called in aid. But while the tribunal is entitled under those
circumstances to take into consideration the extent to which user has. gone, it is
not bound to give effect to that consideration in determining to allow the 10
Respondents to proceed" .th the registration so as to appropriate to themselves
(to the extent to which, having. regard to Section 44, registration under the Aet
would appropriate the term to their exclusive. use) a word which ought to be
open to all for the purpose of expressing the idea which that word conveys.
This is a case in which in my opinion theConrtought not to make an Order .15
under Section 9 (5), .which would bring within the Act a word otherwise
lying .outaide it. On these grounds I think that this appeal succeeds, and that
the Order of Mr. Justice Neville should be discharged.

KENNEDY.L.J.-The word" Diamine" is' a recognised English. word which
describes something; thatsomethiIig being .the chemical composition or 20
constitution of the article to which the word. is applied. It predicates that the
article contains two amine gron ps. Reading the language of Section 9 of the
Act, I should have said that such a word could not be registered as a Trade
Mark because it is a word which, in its natural and recognised signification, has
a direct reference to the character or quality of the article to which it is 25
applied, and is not distinctive in the sense of being. adapted to distinguish the
goods of the proprietor who used it as a trade mark from those of other persons.
But it is not necessary forme in this case to rely upon my own unaided view
of the application of the Act to the claim of the Respondents to "Diarnine H

8S a Trade Mark,since the delivery of the considered judgments of this 30
Court in .the case of ·Joseph Crosfield&: Sons Ld., and the "Drlwoola "
Case (L.R. (1910) 1 Ch, page 130), the reasoning in which appears to me to
govern the present case.

The Respondents rely upon evidence of a widespread and Iong-continned
understanding amongst persons engaged in the business of dyeing, or com- 35·
mercially connected with that trade, of the word" Diamine" as a mark which
distinguishes the goods of the Respondents. who have used it for rather more
than twenty years, from the goods of the other producers, and as not conveying to
them anything descriptive of the chemical quality of the article to which it is
attached. In fact, the Respondents' List or Catalogue produced to usshows 40
that the Respondents do not use" Diamine "simpliciter in 'connection with all
their colours, but in some cases" Oxy Diamine," "Para Diamine n and other
compounds of "DiaJ;D.ine." But,apart from this, I certainly am of opinion
that, as the Master of the Rolls held in the Orosfield case of a" mere laudatory
" epithet." like" Perfection," so in the case of a mere descriptive epithet like 45
" Diamine " such evidence of user and understanding ina large section of the
trade cannot avail to give' a registrable character to ail epithet which is .not in
its natural and recognised meaning adapted to distinguish the' goods of the
trader who seeks to appropriate it as his Trade Mark under the Act of 1905.
And it is, I think, in one respect a stronger case for the Court's refusal to 50
sanction registration where the word. which the trader seeks to monoJ?olise is, as
here, descriptiveo£ a chemical quality applied to goods which, as in tnepresent
instance, do not possess the quality, than where, as inOrosjielcfs case, the word
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In the Mattei' of an Application by Leopuld Cassella &: Cu. toReqister
a Trade Mark.

which it is sought to register is simply a laudatory substantive or adjective, for
its use, in the former case, may actually deceive.

I agree that this appeal must he allowed.
•~'arg(lJlt.-Your Lordships dismiss the appeal with costs?
THE MASTER.OF THE ROLLs.-Ye~."

IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE.-CHANCERY DIVI~lO.Y.

Before ~lR. JUSTICE S\VINFEN EADY•

.April 28th and 29th, 1910.

IN'fHE MATTER OF AN A.PPLICATION BY AK'rIEBOLAGET, B. A.F. HJORTH &

10 CO. FOR'THK REGISTRATION OF A 'rRADE ~IARK.

Trade Mark.-Reg-istratio~t.-Spec:l(tl Application for reqistrations-cApplic
ation referred to' the Oourt.-" Pri1nus."-Latin uiord applied to stoves.
"Adapt~d to distinguish."-Long 'u:ie)'.-For}J~ of Order.-s-Trade Marks ...-lct
1905, Section 9 (5); TIrade Marks Rules 1906, Rules 89 and 41.

15 A Special Application to register the word" Primus" for stoves uias supported
by evidence that by 'reason of long use;' the ioord had come tu indicate the stoves
oftheApplicants. The Applicants applied to the Board of Trade for an Order
under Section 9 (5) of the Trade ,J.l1arks Act 1905. 1'1w Board a/Trade referred
the. Application to the Court.

20 Held, that a prima facie case had been made out that, from lonq-contiuued and
extensiveuser, the word" Primus" had, in connection l()'ith sioues, C01l2eto mean the
Applicants' goods alone, and-that it had not become an ordinary ~~Jlgli::;h ioord,

and an Order was made that the ...Application beaccepted.
The procedure-end proper form of Order -in a Special Application. under

25 Section 9 (5) of the Trade Marks- Act 1905 discussed.

This was a Motion by Aktiebolaqet, B. A. F. Hjortli ~ Co.., a Company incor
porated under Swedish law, for an Order directing registration of the word
"Primus" as a Trade Mark in Class 18 in respect of stoves, The Applicants'
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